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Learning Objectives

• Identify appropriate resources and approach for information acquisition during events.
• Understand event assessment process and prioritization of resources during events.
• Evaluate risk and threats to both animals and human health and safety and navigate strategies to minimize impact.
• Develop good trauma-stewardship that protects self and others during events.
• Generate decompression strategies for post-event impact for self and others.
Brush fire in Kula causes evacuation of residents early this morning

Shortly after midnight this morning, a brush fire was reported in the Olinda Road area of Kula. Residents in the Auli‘i Drive area were evacuated at 3:45 a.m. At 4:50 a.m. residents of Hanamu Road were also evacuated. Firefighter crews from Kula, Makawao, Kahului, and Wailea are on scene. The Fire Department’s Air One helicopter was launched at daybreak to conduct aerial assessment of the fire.
What’s going on?
• Be familiar with the hazards in your area!
• Be familiar with local and state emergency plans (especially the animal sections)!
• [Link to Oregon Office of Emergency Management Hazards in Oregon]

[Map of Cascadia Subduction Zone with link to NOAA page]
Earthquake early warnings for Washington, Oregon, and California. Sign up [here](#)!

**OR-Alert**: Oregon state emergency notifications
Personal Preparedness

• Family/Practice Plan (including pets)
• Personal go-bags
• Good physical health
  • Work in austere environments for long hours
  • Able to stand for long periods of time
  • Able to lift/carry ~50 lbs
  • Ability to sleep/rest on site
  • Know your own limits!

FEMA Ready.gov
FEMA Build a Kit
AVMA Clinic Disaster Plan
What’s next?
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How and where do you gather **trusted** information?

- Local emergency notification systems*
- **Local emergency management (EM) office**
- State Office of Emergency Management/Services
- State Department of Food and/or Agriculture
- Volunteer organizations (Watch Duty, American Red Cross, Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters (VOAD))
- **Lead animal response entity/representative**

Make sure you are using a trusted source of information!
RAPTOR

Oregon Department of Emergency Management
Real Time Assessment and Planning Tool for Oregon (RAPTOR): GIS mapping used for real time incident impacts
Incident Management

- National Incident Management System (NIMS)
  - Resource Management
  - Command and Coordination (Incident Command System - ICS)
  - Communications and Information Management (Joint Information Centers - JIC)

Situation Reports (SITREP)
ICS Form 209

- Status Summary or Situation Report
- Prepared by the Planning Section Chief
- Report of information from the incident
- Completed every operational period (typically 8, 12, or 24 hours)

- **Form 209** is for the whole incident
- Collect response data/information for your team
Animal Care Branch

Incident Commander

- Logistics Section
- Operations Section
- Planning Section

- Animal Care Branch
  - Animal Services
  - CARTs
  - Veterinary Group

- Mass Care and Shelter Branch
  - American Red Cross
  - Department of Health and Human Services

- Law Enforcement Branch
  - County Sheriff
  - City Police Departments
Animal Branch

Not currently standard in CA, but **highly** recommended
What about the animals?
Animal-Specific Assessment

Perform an on-site assessment of animal needs:

• **MUST be in coordination with the lead animal agency/authority having jurisdiction (AHJ)**
  - Animal Services/Control – Sherriff/Police/Other
  - Community Animal Response Team (CARTs)
  - Non-Profit Organization/Humane Society
On-Site Assessment

Example Questions to Ask:

• How many animals are currently affected?
• Predicted number of additional animals?
• Are there shelter needs or field needs or both?
• Are there veterinary concerns/needs?
• What staff/volunteers are available on site?
• What additional equipment is needed?
• What additional personnel is needed?
• How are animal requests being managed?
The Veterinarian's Role

Veterinarians are often asked to assume many roles within the shelters.

- Develop a team
- Clarify your role in the ICS
- Scale up your response if needed
Concerns for infectious disease:
• Vomiting/diarrhea
• Epistaxis (equine)
• Ocular/nasal discharge
• Coughing/sneezing
• Tremors/ataxia
• Skin lesions/hair loss
Shelter Walk Though
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Risk Mitigation

Shelter concerns:

• Intake and shelter set-up/flow
• Mixed species
• Overcrowding
• Poor air flow/ventilation
• Lack of triage or intake assessment
• Lack of biosecurity
Outbreak Management

• Step 1: Identify the sick and exposed
• Step 2: Set up an isolation area
• Step 3: Isolate the sick
• Step 4: Determine the diagnosis
• Step 5: Review biosecurity protocols

Develop standard operating guidelines (SOGs) beforehand!
Assign isolation staff!

Resource Requests

- Depends on the scale of the incident
- Smaller incident:
  - County MOUs with OSU
  - Direct mutual aid request to OSU or between counties
  - Build county to county relationships ahead of time!
- Larger incident:
  - Resource requests require a state incident number - resource requests go through the state (call, then Ops Center to submit a request)
- Local counties may have their own website request systems
Animal and Human Threats and Risks
Common Hazards

• Disaster zones are dangerous!
• Know the current hazards
  • Trips/falls
  • Air quality index (AQI)
  • Heat index
  • Other weather concerns
• Attend safety briefings
• Identify the Safety Officer
• Communicate safety concerns to your team!
Animal-Specific Safety Hazards

- Potential safety hazards while working with animals:
  - Bites
  - Scratches
  - Crushing injuries
  - Exposure to zoonotic organisms
  - Injuries with sharp objects
  - Heavy-lifting injuries

Slow is steady and steady is fast!

https://www.reedanimalhospital.com/blog/handling-aggressive-behavior-in-your-dog/
Infectious and Zoonotic

Steps to take:
• Educate and train your team
• Adhere to appropriate PPE
• **Request PPE if it is not readily available**
• Limit staff and volunteers working with infectious animals
• Assign an isolation team
• **Wash your hands!!!**
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

**Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)**

- Avoid transmission of infection
- PPE needed depends on:
  - Type of procedure
  - Client
  - Risk of exposure

Practice it!
- Donning – putting full PPE on
- Doffing – taking full PPE off
- Without contamination!
Additional Resources

- The Center for Food Security and Public Health Just-in-Time Training for Responders

- Compendium of Veterinary Standard Precautions for Zoonotic Disease Prevention in Veterinary Personnel

- National Alliance of State Animal and Agricultural Emergency Programs (NASAAEP) Disaster Veterinary Care Best Practices (just updated!)

- Compendium of Measures to Prevent Disease Associated with Animals in Public Settings
Mental Health Awareness
Most of us are already stressed ...

- Burnout
- Compassion fatigue
- Lack of staff

https://www.nomv.org/
Unique to You

- Practicing in a new and foreign environment
- Not able to meet all patient needs, or address all issues
- Severe trauma (burns, etc.)
- Large scale euthanasia
- Burden of decision, especially without owners consent
- Volunteer emotional trauma and attachment
What have you experienced?
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Signs of Stress

Disasters are stressful on everyone, including you!

Be able to recognize the signs of stress:
• Physical: nausea, dizziness, headaches, fatigue
• Cognitive: disorientation, memory loss
• Emotional: anxiety, guilt, grief, irritability
• Behavioral: anger, withdrawal, depression, drug or alcohol abuse

Self Awareness

• Perform daily check ins
• Have a plan before you deploy
• Know your risk factors
• Buddy system
• Talk with someone

Know that it’s OK to take a break
Know when to ask for help
Interpersonal Interactions

• Don’t take it personally
• Expect over-reactions and difficulty in comprehending
• Allow the space for venting
• Support them by caring for their animals
• Know when to refer them for help

Remember, **everyone** is stressed
• Owners
• Staff/volunteers
• Teammates
Post Event/
Deployment Self Care
Common Post-Deployment Reactions

• Difficulty sleeping
• Depression or sadness
• Lack of energy and general exhaustion
• Trouble concentrating
• Body pains (headaches, etc.)
• Misuse of alcohol, drugs, etc. for coping

You’re Home, Now What?
How to Cope

• Take care of yourself
  • Exercise
  • Eat healthy
  • Hydrate
• Find ways to relax and socialize
• Stay connected with friends and family
• Talk to someone, anyone
• Remind yourself that this is normal
Mental Health Resources

Team resources: University, local government, non-profit

- Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), The Disaster Distress Helpline: 1-888-985-5990
- 988 Suicide and Crisis Lifeline
Recovery Resources

• Assistance resources for housing, disaster loans, unemployment, farm/production losses, legal, insurance
  • Office of Emergency Management/Services
  • Department of Agriculture
  • American Red Cross
  • Federal Agency of Emergency Management (FEMA)

https://www.disasterassistance.gov/
Be an Advocate

Pre-Incident Training

- Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM)
- Psychological First Aid (PFA) Training
- Green Cross Academy of Traumatology
- National Crisis Response Canines

Questions?
Email: cvet@ucdavis.edu
Website: www.cvet.ucdavis.org